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6.7 Indoor unit group controller: KJR-150A/M-E 

KJR-150A is specially designed for V4 plus indoor units and its appearance is the same as KJR-32B. A group 

controller can connect up to 16 V4 plus indoor units through X1 Y1 E, but it cannot directly connect to the 

central controller. If you need to use a central controller or a PC, you can connect to the XYE from an outdoor 

unit. A group controller can control a group of indoor units simultaneously, and query the running status of 

each unit in the group via the display panel. 

6.7.1 Wiring methods 

The following two methods are accepted for the indoor unit group controller KJR-150A. One indoor unit group 
controller is only allowed to connect up to 16 indoor units. 
When connected indoor unit to the group controller as a group, indoor units could be controlled 
simultaneously and enter to unique running state with the group controller. And then indoor units could be 
controlled separately by their standard controller, such as the remote controller, wired controller and so on. 

Connect the indoor unit through X1 Y1 E terminals. 

Group controller could control a group of indoor units 

at the same time. 

With the check button of the display board, Group 

controller could query the running state of every unit 

in the group. 

With LED indication functions. 
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6.7.2 System wiring diagram 

6.7.3 Installation 

1. When selecting the old display board, please dial the first bit of SW1 to ON. When selecting the new 

display board, please dial the first bit of SW1 to OFF. 

2. In the group, anti-cold air switches of all the indoor units have to be the same with the group controller's, or 

some displays about this will be wrong. 

3. One Group controller is only allowed to connect most of the 16 indoor units. 

4. When the centralized controller is needed, you have to connect to the centralized controller from the X, Y, 

and E port of the outdoor unit. 

5. Only with the corresponding units Group controller could work. 

6. Power part and communication ports as follows display: 
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Notes: Communication signal in CN5(X1 Y1) and CN6 (E) is a low voltage signal. Do not apply high voltage, or breakdown will 
occur and even cause fire. 

Group controller main control panel

Group controller cover

Group controller base

Use electric drill to drill four holes with 6mm
and depth are 30mm, and then put the plastic
expanded tube into the holes.

Fix the base at the holes,
and use the cross screwdriver
to screw the cross recessed pan
head tapping screws into the
plastic expanded tube,and fix the base.


